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Wildlife Wilderness
& Adventure

LAND BASED & MARINE ADVENTURES TO THE
WORLD’S MOST INCREDIBLE PLACES

Here at WILDFOOT Travel, we’re a company run by wildlife, adventure and wilderness
enthusiasts, for enthusiasts.
That’s why we combine our passions with travel to create our ever-growing range of unique
experiences which are probably the finest natural adventures available.

From Polar Expeditions, to African Safaris, wherever you’d like to go and whatever you’d like to
see, our in-house experts will enjoy every minute spent helping you plan and put together the
perfect trip for you. Because when you’re not travelling yourself, helping others experience the
best wildlife on the planet is the next best thing.
At WILDFOOT Travel, we aim to remain customer focused at all times, delivering the highest
possible standards of product and service whilst always remaining true to our commitment
to responsible, ethical and sustainable travel. We go out of our way to respect the indigenous
people and wildlife of our destinations, minimizing impact and investing positively through key
partners in their future.

All the flights and flight-inclusive holidays on this website are financially protected by the ATOL scheme. When you pay you
will be supplied with an ATOL Certificate. Please ask for it and check to ensure that everything you booked (flights, hotels and
other services) is listed on it. Please see our booking conditions for further information or for more information about financial
protection and the ATOL Certificate go to: www.atol.org.uk/ATOLCertificate.
ABTA Tour Operators Licence Number: Y551X | ABTA Retail Travel Agents Licence Number: D2801
Book with Confidence. We are a member of ABTA which means you have the benefit of ABTA’s assistance and Code of
Conduct. All the package and Flight-Plus holidays we sell are covered by a scheme protecting your money if the supplier fails.
Other services such as hotels or flights on their own may not be protected and you should ask us what protection is available.
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POLAR, THE AMERICAS, AFRICA, RUSSIA & INDIA

* Prices correct at date of publication based on low season. For a full comprehensive, up-to-date quote please contact reservations.
* International Flights not Included unless Specified

Front cover image supplied by Poseidon Expeditions

Carefully selected by our team of wildlife-travel specialists, our exciting programme of out-ofthe-ordinary travel adventures combines the planet’s most sought-after wildlife experiences with
the very best in transport, accommodation and expert guiding.
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BRAZIL
DISCOVER THE BEAUTY OF BRAZIL, ONE OF THE
WORLD’S LARGEST & MOST IMPRESSIVE COUNTRIES

From the Amazon Basin to the massive Iguazu Falls, this incredibly fascinating
country boasts the widest array of plant and animal species found anywhere on
earth. Its endless birding and wildlife experiences include armadillos, sloths, howler
monkeys and above all jaguars.

BRAZIL

WILD BRAZIL
TYPICAL DURATION: 15 Days
SEASON: June to Oct
Visit two of the most diverse wildlife and nature
destinations on the planet. See jaguars, giant anteaters
and many other mammals, reptiles and birdlife in the
Pantanal, before witnessing even more species in the
Amazon basin. You may even catch a glimpse of the
elusive pink dolphin. With spectacular flora and scenery
all around, this is Brazil at its very best.
FROM

£6,488*

WETLANDS, WATERFALLS
& WILDLIFE
TYPICAL DURATION: 11 Days
SEASON: June to Oct
Take in three of Brazil’s wildest and most beautiful
locations in one trip. Experience the immense diversity
of Bonito, the incredible wildlife of the Pantanal, and the
simply breathtaking Iguazu Falls. See an incredible array
of exotic wildlife including monkeys, various tropical fish, a
huge range of birds, and possibly even the elusive jaguar.
FROM

“Just got back from Brazil and I wanted to
thank you all for putting together such a
superb trip. This is the third time Christine
and I have travelled with you and once again
you have made an unforgettable time. We
enjoy bragging to people we meet about our
superb travel company. I have referred several
couples. The arrangements were brilliant. Saw
them (jaguars) every day. So a big thank you
to you all. Just brilliant.”
Graham & Christine, Pro Photographers, Exeter

PANTANAL JAGUAR EXTREME
TYPICAL DURATION: 11 Days
SEASON: June to Oct
A dedicated jaguar-spotting itinerary, taking a smallgroup approach in South America’s best possible viewing
environment. You will stay at comfortable, welcoming
lodges and even spend time on board the unique
Jaguar ‘Flotel’ in between heading out on adventureafter-adventure with experienced guides and expert
photographers, surrounded by the diverse and exciting
wildlife and flora of the Pantanal.
FROM

Visit our website: www.wildfoottravel.com

£5,253*

£2,735*
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SPECIAL INTERESTS

SOLO TRAVELLER

UNIQUE
EXPERIENCES
& ADVENTURES
When memories matter to you more than milestones, you may
choose to add a little more adventure or focus to your trip. We
have activity options and exciting adventures available across our
range of destinations to ensure you experience the wilderness and
its wildlife in a unique way. A life-changing opportunity that will
make each and every moment last a lifetime.

Solo but never alone. On a solo adventure you’ll meet likeminded travellers, embrace new experiences and enjoy
friendly camaraderie whilst you experience a journey of
a lifetime. At WILDFOOT Travel we always aim to keep
single occupancy costs to a minimum and where you are
happy to share in same gender accommodation/cabins, no
supplements are usually added. We also occasionally offer
all-female groups, see our website for details.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Whether you are an expert who just wants to be
steered towards the best wildlife, birds or scenery,
or an enthusiast who would like some tuition and
guidance to help capture those essential images,
we have just the thing for you.

KAYAKING & STAND-UP PADDLE-BOARDING
Explore in stealth on a kayaking adventure in the Polar Regions or the Galapagos.
Join an expertly-lead small group as you paddle between shimmering icebergs and
get up-close-and-personal with seals, whales and orca or for something a little
warner, try our four-day Botswana kayaking Okavango expedition.

WINTER ADVENTURE SAFARIS
Experience extreme conditions above the Arctic Circle
and enjoy a life-changing adventure. Stay in a remote but
cosy wilderness-snow-lodge. Head off into the wilderness
on a three-day epic snowmobile tour. Experience the
natural power and companionship of a husky team on
a dog sledding expedition. Or take a wilderness tour on
cross-country skis ranging from three to fourteen days.

SCUBA & SNORKELLING
Take your diving to the next level on the ultimate scuba experience in
the Galapagos. Join a live aboard diving vessel alongside a small scuba
group and dive during whale shark season. If you’d rather something
slightly different, try snorkelling in Antarctica or talk to us about any of
our other worldwide sub aqua adventures.

BIRDING
WORLDWIDE
Join a small intimate group
lead by experts with unrivalled
knowledge, or take your very
own private guide on a tailor
made itinerary.

WILDLIFE AND NATURE
Watch whales in Costa Rica, sit among penguins in Antarctica, get close
to Polar bear in Svalbard, watch orca beach themselves on the Valdes
Peninsula, enjoy wild orchids in The Falklands or big cat safaris in The
African bush.

HIKING, SNOWSHOEING
& MOUNTAINEERING
Epic walks across majestic glaciers in the footsteps of
Polar adventurers or exhilarating seven-day safaris on
foot in Zambia, WILDFOOT Travel offers uniquely
memorable experiences.

CULTURE
At WILDFOOT, we find each and every unique culture
fascinating. That’s why we like to offer you the best
possible cultural experience to enrich your wildlife
adventures. If you like to immerse yourself in the cultural
experience, you may want to consider one of these
experiences. Staying in heritage properties and admiring
ancient temples in unspoiled India. Horse riding with
gauchos in wild Argentina. Tracking big cats with African
bushmen. Experiencing an overnight stay in a tribal
community. Or sharing the delights of dried fish with
Inuit elders.

CAMPING
From exhilarating nights on Polar Ice, to sleeping under
the stars on a wild safari camp, we have a range of
adventures under canvas which will bring out the wild
thing in you.

Web: www.wildfoottravel.com
Email: info@wildfoottravel.com
Reservations: 0800 195 3385
From outside UK: +44 1625 58 11 43

WILDFOOT are proud to be a member of the following associations:

WILDFOOT are proud to support the following charities:

The mark of responsible forestry

We are committed to protecting the environment by reducing landfill and
promoting recycled paper. All the office/print waste is bailed and recycled
using a local recycling company.

WILDFOOT Travel. Travel House, 133 Gravel Lane, Wilmslow. Cheshire. SK9 6EG. UK
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